Rich Matthews, trial consultant and member of the California bar, received his J.D. from the University of Oregon School of Law, and brings an impressive background of litigation and negotiation to his trial consulting. His expertise encompasses jury issue analysis (as distinct from the legal issues of a case); theme and communication strategy, focus group research, story and frame development, voir dire and juror selection, courtroom presentation skills, and post-verdict juror research. He has appeared on national television and in major publications offering commentary on high profile trials. Rich has addressed thousands of lawyers, professionals, executives, and students. He is the creator and author of Juryology, a blog for courtroom attorneys and others who make decisions about litigation (www.Juryology.com). Rich works nationwide and is located in San Francisco.
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Join expert trial consultant Rich Matthews to delve into the actually correct tactics and strategies to use in jury selection - or as he calls it, “The Ten Do’s and 10,000 Don’ts of Jury Selection.” The fact is that lawyers keep getting taught the wrong stuff, whether in school, by other lawyers, or by other lawyers’ poor examples that echo through generations of lawyers. Rich uses what we now know about psychology and human decision-making and cuts through all the conventional but wrong “wisdom.”

Rich will feature an overall approach to shaping your panel and priming 175 members to be open to your and your client’s case. Interactive exercises, concrete tools, and the psychological background of decision-making... and the best chance of getting the decision-makers who will see things your way.

- The mindset of the juror when and where you meet them
- The one most important purpose of voir dire, and how understanding that will lead to better choices throughout the pre-trial and jury selection process
- Figuring out the right/wrong sets of attitudes & experiences for your jurors and crafting the right questions to identify those people – both in live questioning in court and on questionnaires
- The anatomy of a good question for a layperson whose help you are seeking
- Communication techniques and how lawyers most often hurt themselves
- The pre-voir dire “mini opening” (where allowed)
- Juror questionnaires, maybe the most powerful tool there is in jury selection
- What are we looking for in jurors, anyway?
- The ethics of jury selection
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